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MSA Exec Updates

Upcoming Book to Bedside Conference at McMaster University

**When:** September 24, 2016  
**Where:** McMaster

We are very excited to invite you to attend the 2016 Book to Bedside Conference, McMaster’s annual Internal Medicine Symposium! Book to Bedside aims to prepare senior medical students for the transition from clerkship to residency and will also feature sessions targeted to junior medical students preparing for upcoming IM Core Rotations and electives.

Visit [website](#) and contact booktobedside@gmail.com for more information.

---

Royal College 2016 Simulation Summit

**When:** October 14-15, 2016  
**Where:** St. John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador

Simulation Summit is a unique and practical interprofessional medical simulation education conference, which attracts hundreds of international simulation
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educators, researchers, health care professionals and other individuals engaged in
the field of simulation, each year. Please visit our website for more information,
and to register for the 2016 Simulation Summit. Online registration ends
September 22.

---

**Student Updates**

**Become a ZenXMed Contributor**

ZenXMed is looking for motivated medical students and residents to help us as
Contributing Members to strengthen our medical community by building a cutting-
edge platform that is made for physicians by physicians. We recognize that
physicians in the U.S. (but increasingly in Canada) feel less empowered in a
climate of increased government, administrative, and insurance-based controls on
the way care is delivered. We believe that the physician-patient relationship is the
key to healthcare delivery. Using cutting edge tools including data-visualization,
machine learning, and precision medicine, we aim to restore the balance. Find
more information [here](#).

---

**ICAAT - Pilot Assessment Link**

**When:** ASAP  
**Where:** Via Email

Year 1 and Year 2 Medical Students,

We are developing a tool to assess learner attitudes towards inner city patients. We are asking for your anonymous participation in pilot testing this tool.

If you have / will be receiving an email with additional details about our study. This project is an ethics-approved, educational research initiative of the Inner City Health and Wellness Program. One of our program’s goals is to better serve inner city populations through effective education and training for health care professionals. This research study is an important part of this goal. Please help us by filling out a pilot test of our assessment tool (ICAAT).

Thanks so much for your participation!

Contact Mark McKinney at mrmckinn@ualberta.ca for more information

---

**CAMTA Mission in Ecuador**

**When:** ASAP  
**Where:** Online

The Canadian Association of Medical Teams Abroad (CAMTA) is currently recruiting medical clerks in their third and fourth years to do a global health elective in Ecuador between February 17th-27th and/or February 24th-March 6th in the combined areas of orthopedic surgery, anaesthesia, and family medicine. Pre-
clerkship students have been considered in the past for observational volunteer roles if faculty approval is given.

Click [here](#) for more information and the link to apply.

Contact barbmoreau@hotmail.com for more information.

---
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**CFMS Updates**
Order form for The Artery (Student Art Book)

When: ASAP. We need 100 book orders or we can't print!
Where: Online Form

The Artery 2016 is an art book filled with various pieces (photography, poetry, paintings, sketches, sculptures, food art, etc) from all 4 years of Med & Dent students. The book is 6"x8.5" with a nicely finished cover and spine (not coiled!), and costs only $20! It will be a great addition to your student housing or be a perfect holiday present.

Pick up will be in Katz Atrium between October to November.

Click here to order your copy.

Contact thearteryuofa@gmail.com for more information.

>> Click Here

Student-led Sexual Harassment Survey

When: ASAP
Where: Online

We are a group of undergraduate medical students and faculty members surveying med students of all genders at all 17 Medical Schools in Canada to evaluate the prevalence and nature of sexual harassment during medical training. We will use the findings to inform medical schools about the extent of the problem and suggest approaches to addressing it. The anonymous survey should take <15 minutes.

Click here for more information.

The CFMS was not involved in the elaboration of this study and while we are supportive of its goals, we cannot speak to the validity of the methodology employed.

Contact jwebber@nosm.ca for more information.

>> Click Here

MD Ambassadors High School/Post-Secondary Outreach Committee Applications!

When: 23:59, September 12, 2016
Where: Online form

Click here for the application form.

Get involved with community outreach and share your experiences on your path to a career in medicine! In the high school program, go to different schools and give presentations about a career in medicine. In the post-secondary program, lead small groups of students through sessions detailing the medical school application process.

Contact Monique Jarrett (high school) at mjarrett@ualberta.ca or Stone Li (post-secondary) at shuali8@ualberta.ca for more information.
**Big Brothers Big Sisters Information Session**

**When:** 12:00-12:50 September 13 2016  
**Where:** MSB 231

Would you like to make a positive difference in a child's life? Come join us to learn more about mentoring elementary and junior high students with Big Brothers Big Sisters. Our coordinators from the agency will be there to give a presentation, answer any questions, and hand out application forms.

Contact girgulis@ualberta.ca for more information.

---

**AMSCAR Junior Executive Application**

**When:** Deadline September 14, 2016  
**Where:** Via Email

AMSCAR is looking for four energetic, enthusiastic, hard-working, and team-minded Cauteri20rs to join our conference planning team. The junior executives will assist in planning AMSCAR 2017 this year and take the lead in planning AMSCAR 2018. Please note that mandatory meetings will occur throughout the year on Wednesdays at lunch.

To apply, please submit this form to cyim2@ualberta.ca by Wednesday, September 14th @ 11:59 PM.

Click [here](#) for the application.

Contact cyim2@ualberta.ca for more information.

---

**Heart Chords (Orchestra) Meeting**

**When:** 17:00 Wednesday September 14, 2016  
**Where:** The Fishbowl

The Heart Chords (the artists formerly know as The University of Alberta Medical Student's Orchestra) is holding a brief meeting at 5:00 pm on Wednesday September 14th. Attendance does not mean you are required to join, this is more of an information session to gauge interest and get to know you. All skill levels welcome and encouraged.

Email Tia Shaw at shawbadr@ualberta.ca

---

**Party Like a Pro**

**When:** 12:00-12:50, September 14, 2016  
**Where:** Katz 1-080

MANDATORY session for everyone attending Icebowl, AMSCAR, the Ski Trip, or the reading-week Mexico trip this year. Lunch will be provided!

2020s - no need to RSVP (but there will be an attendance sheet)
2019s - optional attendance (assuming that you have attended PLP last year)

Contact Natalia Binczyk at binczyk@ualberta.ca or Cary Ma at cary2@ualberta.ca for more information.

>> Click Here

---

**College of Family Physicians Canada (CFPC) President Talk**

**When:** 12:00-13:00, September 15th, 2016  
**Where:** ECHA L1-190

The CFPC President, Dr. Jennifer Hall, will be addressing the role of the CFPC, her journey in medicine, and recent changes in Family Medicine.

Sign up [here](#) for a free lunch and notebook/pen set!

Contact Lucy Wang at zwang@ualberta.ca for more information.

---

**Intro to the OR Talk**

**When:** 17:00, September 15, 2016  
**Where:** Katz 1-080

RESCHEDULED (Sept 15, 5PM-6PM, Intro to the OR Talk, Katz 1-080)

Thank you everyone for your patience while we rescheduled this event. We hope this coincides a little bit better with the first year's schedule!

Come to Katz 1-080 on Sept 15 at 5PM to learn:
1) How to shadow surgery.  
2) Does and don'ts of the OR.  
3) Where to find scrubs.  
4) How to get OR Orientation <- MANDATORY TO ENTER AN OR!

No RSVP necessary.

Contact msa.surgery.club@ualberta.ca for more details.

---

**Women in Medicine: Guest Speaker Dr. Alaa Murabit**

**When:** 12:00-13:00, September 16th, 2016  
**Where:** ECHA 1-182

Dr. Alaa Murabit is an UN High-Level Commissioner and one of the 17 Sustainable Development Goal Global Advocates appointed by the UN Secretary-General. Come to learn about her experience as a female physician and about leadership in medicine. All students are welcomed. Lunch provided for first 20 attendees.

Contact ckwang@ualberta.ca for more information.
EHIN Executive Applications 2016-2017

**When:** Deadline September 16, 2016  
**Where:** Online

Do you want to gain experience in the hospital environment? Are you interested in improving our healthcare system? Would you like to learn more about quality improvement? Then consider applying to become an executive with Edmonton Healthcare Improvement Network for the 2016-2017 year!

Click [here](#) to apply! Applications close September 16.

Contact jcroden@ualberta.ca for more details.

---

Healthy Steps for CHANGE Adventure Camp

**When:** 13:00-13:00 (24 hr period), September 16-17, 2016  
**Where:** Edmonton River Valley

Healthy Steps for CHANGE is a fundraiser for CHANGE Adventure Camp, the goal of which is to promote healthy living for all Edmonton families. The fundraiser challenges Edmontonians to complete 1 million stairs, and funds raised will be used to provide free registration to the camp for low-income families.

Click [here](#) to view Global News article on "Healthy Steps for CHANGE"

Contact mdearden@ualberta.ca for more details

[Click Here](#)

---

AMA RF Focus Group

**When:** 12:00-12:50, September 19th, 2016  
**Where:** Katz 2151

The Alberta Medical Association Representative Forum will be occurring on September 23 and 24, 2016. This is a chance for your student representatives to voice concerns and discuss issues with physician leaders from across the province. Come out to the focus group to share your opinions and brainstorm ideas for topics and motions which your student representatives can bring up at the RF.

Contact finola@ualberta.ca for more details.

---

UOJM Call for Reviewers and Section Editors

**When:** Deadline September 19, 2016  
**Where:** Online

The University of Ottawa Journal of Medicine (UOJM) is advertising the following positions:
- Reviewers  
- Section editors

We have attached a document with the descriptions of the available roles and the application procedures. Send your CV and the form to contact@uojm.ca. Please keep in mind that existing UOJM team members must reapply if they wish to continue.
For the positions available, click here. For the application document, click here.

__________________________

**Suture Sim Pad Orders**

**When:** Before 5pm September 21, 2016  
**Where:** [Here](#)

Sim Pads are a great way to keep your skills up and learn new sutures. These Sim Pads from Sim Vivo are $30 USD + shipping+taxes. We will order Sim Pads for no more than $50.00/person and get a 10% discount for a large group order.

Contact msa.surgery.club@gmail.com for more information.

__________________________

**UTMJ Paediatric Health Issue Call for Submissions**

**When:** Deadline October 1, 2016  
**Where:** Online

The University of Toronto Medical Journal (UTMJ) is looking for submissions for our upcoming issue on Paediatric Health. The deadline for submission is October 1, 2016 for our print issue. However, we do accept articles on a rolling-basis beyond this deadline and submissions are not restricted to theme-related topics in order to be published.

View the attachment [here](#).

Contact editors.utmj@utoronto.ca for more information.


>> [Click Here]

__________________________

**UBCMJ Call for Submissions - Technology in Medicine**

**When:** Before October 14, 2016  
**Where:** Submit [here](#)

UBCMJ is accepting submissions for the Spring 2017 issue "Technology in Medicine". We hope this issue will identify areas of healthcare that are in need of support from technological advances. We also accept submissions that do not fall into this theme.

For more information, contact Torey Lau, UBCMJ Communications Manager (toreylau@alumni.ubc.ca).


>> [Click Here]

__________________________

**PEIP Conference Funding Opportunity**

**When:** October 21 & 22  
**Where:** DoubleTree by Hilton West Edmonton
The ACFP will be hosting the Practical Evidence for Informed Practice (PEIP) Conference! This event focuses on delivering the most recent evidence based topics that can impact your clinical practice!

Find information here, apply for funding here. Contact kristin1@ualberta.ca for more information.

---

**MSFC Family Planning Conference**

*When*: December 3-4, 2016  
*Where*: Phoenix

MSFC’s Family Planning Conference provides medical students with a focused opportunity to network with mentors, learn from experts, and gain from lectures and skill-building educational sessions." The focus of the conference is on abortion, contraception, and other issues in reproductive health. MSFC UofA is aiming to send a group of students to Phoenix this year. Please contact us by Sept 6 to apply to the conference as a group (with discounted price) or apply directly to MSFC by Sept 16 for early-bird pricing.

Contact sregan@ualberta.ca for more information.

>> Click Here

---

**Faculty Updates**

**2016 Female Bursary Application**

Please see [attachment](#) for details.

---

**Call For Papers - ASYLUM - Hamilton Arts and Letters Magazine**

*When*: ASAP  
*Where*: Online

Hamilton Arts and Letters Magazine has been publishing themed issues for over eight years. So far, the magazine has not devoted an issue to matters of health and medicine – until now. We invite you to submit to ASYLUM, a special issue of the magazine under the co-editorship of Dr. Monica Kidd and Dr. Shane Neilson.

We seek poems, reviews of poetry collections (2000 words or less), essays (4000 words or less), and visual art that concern the experience of illness.

Contact HALasylum@gmail.com for more information.

>> Click Here

---

**Conversation Cafe**

*When*: 16:30-18:00 September 22, 2016  
*Where*: ECHA 2-150
What people will bring away from this discussion:
• An understanding of ideology as an area of inquiry in medical education
• An understanding of the relationships between ideology, social missions and scholarship in medical education
• Ways of linking moral agency with the pursuit of medical education scholarship

Click [here](#) for attachment.

Contact wendyb@ualberta.ca for more information.

---

**Elective Opportunity: Spiritual Care Shadowing Orientation Session**

**When:** 12:00 - 13:00, September 28, 2016  
**Where:** Katz 1-070

Attention 2nd year students,

The Arts & Humanities in Health & Medicine Program is presenting an elective opportunity in spiritual care. This 12-hr elective involves shadowing hospital chaplains and learning about spiritual care of patients and health professionals.

For more information please click [here](#).

The orientation session is mandatory for the completion of this elective.

Please RSVP [here](#).

Contact ahm@ualberta.ca for more information.

>> [Click Here](#)

---

**CFMS Updates**

**CFMS Membership**

Welcome to the new medical students! Please ensure to sign up for your CFMS membership using this code: [CFMSwebsite14](http://www.cfms.org). We encourage all students to sign up for the website as it’s the only way you can access all of the services, discounts, and resources that we offer, and they we to make sure that you are getting the most out of your membership. Be sure to also follow us on [Facebook](#) as well!

For additional information, please contact: [msavpext@ualberta.ca](mailto:msavpext@ualberta.ca)

---

**CFMS Communiqué**

Please contact msavpexternal@ualberta.ca

---

**Submitting an Article**

**Listserv and Steth Submission Instructions**
Please use this document as your guide for MSA Communication. It has the details on sending an email to the listserv or submitting an article to The Steth. There is updated information so make sure you take a look!

If you have any questions about communication, please e-mail msvpadm@ualberta.ca.

>> More Info
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